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Dear Class of 1967,

As autumn is in full splendor in Cambridge and MIT’s campus is as vibrant as ever, I am pleased to share
an update on the Class of 1967 Kenneth R. Wadleigh Scholarship Fund. Today’s students are eager to
learn, collaborate, be challenged, and effect positive change, and they fully embrace the mens et
manus tradition. At the same time, they express deep gratitude for the opportunity to be here—an
opportunity afforded in large part by donors like you.

By supporting undergraduate scholarships, you ensure the Institute’s ability to remain a meritocracy,
where financial constraints are no obstacle for those who earn admission to MIT. The following pages
provide a glimpse into the truly remarkable impact of your fund. Your generosity is transformative in
both the financial support it provides today, as well as by demonstrating the importance of
philanthropy to those who will one day be alumni themselves.

As you well know, our students are among the brightest and most talented in the world, and they face
many challenges and pressures during their time on campus.  By supporting undergraduate
scholarships, you afford students the opportunity to focus on their studies and activities, not the
financial burden. At the same time, you demonstrate to them the importance of philanthropy.

On behalf of the Alumni Association and MIT, I thank the alumni and friends who contribute to this
fund, and the leadership who made this endowment a fundraising priority.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Beth McGonagle
Director of Donor Relations and Stewardship, MIT Annual Fund
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Class of 1967 Kenneth R. Wadleigh Scholarship Fund

Natnael Getahun 2015

Olathe, Kansas
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science major

Junior Natnael Getahun continues as a Class of 1967 Kenneth R. Wadleigh Scholar. Natnael is a first generation college
student. Below he shares with you some of his interests and activities.

INTRODUCTION

I spent a year and a half in Ethiopia, five years in Los Angeles, California, three and a half years in Merriam,
Kansas, and the rest in Olathe, Kansas.

I participated in Interphase when I came to MIT, and I was a residential facilitator last summer.

MIT ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC/RESEARCH INTERESTS

I am majoring in computer science with a minor in mathematics.

DORMITORY/FSILG
I live in East Campus.

OTHER

I am part of ESG (Experimental Study Group).

2013-2014 SCHOLARSHIP PROFILE
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Class of 1967 Kenneth R. Wadleigh Scholarship Fund

John H. Holliman 2015

Fairview, Texas
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science major

Junior John Holliman continues as a Class of 1967 Kenneth R. Wadleigh Scholar. Below he shares with you some of his
interests and activities.

MIT ACTIVITIES

ARTS

I am a member of Mirchi, a competitive Bollywood dance team at MIT.

ATHLETICS

I enjoy running and working out. I ran varsity cross country every year of high school. I still love running and
try to do it as often as possible.

COMMUNITY SERVICE

I work with my fraternity to support various charities throughout the school year, including but not limited
to, the Back Bay food drive and support of men's cancers.

DORMITORY/FSILG
I am a member of Phi Kappa Theta (PKT).

ACADEMIC/RESEARCH INTERESTS

Last semester I was lucky enough to take a class on the philosophy of Artificial Intelligence. I found the
course and area very interesting and would like to pursue more study in the area.

OTHER

I am a member of techfair, which puts on a career fair in the spring semester.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Last semester I traveled to Montreal over spring break. It was my first time in Canada and I enjoyed it very
much. Aside from that the only other international experiences I would consider myself as having had
recently are making friends with people from Peru, Saudi Arabia, and other places very far from Boston.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES

For the summer of 2013, I worked in Palo Alto at VMware doing software development.

CAREER PLANS

Currently I'm considering either obtaining a master's in computer science or pursing a startup interest.

MY TIME AT MIT
In the next few years I would like to leverage MIT's enormous resources to help myself in
formulating/launching a startup. Towards the end of this past year I started talking to a few of the
management science (Course 15) professors about developing a suite of back testing software to
empower the causal trader. In the coming year I will continue these discussions as the professors are very
knowledgeable about what MIT has available for its students.

Continued
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The most rewarding activity for me so far at MIT would have to be Mirchi, my Bollywood dance team.
Dance is something I always wanted to do in high school but avoided because was scared of being bad. At
MIT I decided just to go for it. While I was not great at it at first I was rewarded by sticking with it. I can now
confidently learn and perform new dances. The best part of this experience for me has been learning that if
I put time and effort into anything I can become at the very least competent if not pretty good. I am
informed by this knowledge in any activity I decide to take on now.

THANK YOU

MIT has provided me the opportunities to explore so many new areas as well as further myself in my
primary interests of mathematics and computer science. Thank you very much for giving me the means to
attend!
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Kuan-Yu Lin 2016

Taichung City, Taiwan
Physics major

Sophomore Kuan-Yu Lin continues as a Class of 1967 Kenneth R. Wadleigh Scholar. Below he shares with you some of
his interests and activities.

MIT ACTIVITIES

DORMITORY/FSILG
I am currently living in Epsilon Theta house.

ACADEMIC/RESEARCH INTERESTS

Having Professor Sara Seager as an advisor.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES

I did my Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) with Professor Sara Seager.

CAREER PLANS

I would like to be an astrophysicist in institutes.

MY TIME AT MIT
I do both daily routine and tasks more efficiently; I even walk faster. There are so many people smarter
than me here.

THANK YOU

Thank you very much for subsidizing me in this school. I really cherish this experience and I will work harder
to meet your expectations.
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SUPPORTING MERITOCRACY: BY THE NUMBERS

As of October 18, 2013

MIT is a true meritocracy, admitting the best and brightest students regardless of their financial circumstances and 
awarding financial aid solely on the basis of need. The full cost of an MIT education—tuition and fees; room and 
board; books, supplies, and personal expenses; and average travel allowance—now surpasses $59,000 a year. 
Resources are needed to ensure that an MIT education remains accessible to all talented young people. Your gifts 
to scholarships at MIT make dreams possible. Students come here to make an enduring impact on the world. With 
your support, they will surely succeed.

Class of 2017 Profile

 
18,989 Applicants
1,548 Students admitted
8.2 % Admission rate
1,116 Students enrolled
72% Enrollment yield
55% Men
45% Women
8%  International students
48 States represented
52 Countries represented
16% First-generation students 
67% Students who attended public high school
41% Valedictorians* 
92%  Students in top 5% of their class* 
723  Mean SAT I verbal score
769  Mean SAT I math score 

* Excluding unranked students.

finanCial aid at Mit

$43,498 MIT 2013-2014 tuition and fees
90%  MIT undergraduates receiving some 
 form of financial aid
58% MIT undergraduates  
 awarded an MIT scholarship
32%  MIT undergraduates whose need  
 is great enough that they rely on   
 financial aid to pay their full tuition
$33,697 Average MIT scholarship
41%  MIT Class of 2013 graduates with   
 student loan debt
$17,891 Average student loan debt at    
 graduation for Class of 2013              
65%  MIT undergraduates who    
 work term-time
$3,058 Average term-time earnings

All financial aid statistics based on 2012-2013 academic year.


